Planning Committee Report - 12 March 2015

ITEM 3.2
3.2
REFERENCE NO - 14/503864/FULL & 14/503867/LBC
APPLICATION PROPOSAL
Single storey rear extension and internal alterations to Grade II Listed Building with change of
use to restaurant with art gallery/function room on the first floor and Cambria museum on the
ground floor and Listed Building Consent for same.
ADDRESS Building 1 Standard Quay Faversham Kent ME13 7BS
RECOMMENDATION – Refusal of both Planning Permission and Listed Building Consent
applications
REASON FOR REFERRAL TO COMMITTEE
Called in by Cabinet Member for Planning
WARD
Abbey

PARISH/TOWN COUNCIL
Faversham

APPLICANT Quayside
Properties Ltd
AGENT Mr Simon Latham

DECISION DUE DATE
PUBLICITY EXPIRY DATE
OFFICER SITE VISIT DATE
23/12/14
23/12/14
18/12/2014
RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY (including appeals and relevant history on adjoining
sites):
App No
Proposal
Decision
Date
SW/12/1523 &
Single Storey Rear extension and internal
Refused
12.06.2013
1524
alterations to building with change of use to
(and
restaurant and art gallery use
Dismissed
at Appeal)
APP/V2255/A/13/2
202894 & 220294

1.0

Appeal
Dismissed

Appeals for Above

16.01.2014

DESCRIPTION OF SITE

1.01 Building 1 is a former grain store constructed circa 1840, and is one of a number of grade II
listed buildings and one grade II* listed building situated on Standard Quay. It is a large,
black weather boarded utilitarian building, and is situated along the quayside a few metres
from Faversham Creek itself.
1.02 The buildings immediately adjacent to the quayside are all weather boarded and of simple
design and construction, and present an industrial ‘rough and ready’ image which is visually
pleasing. Whilst some of the buildings, notably Baltic House, have been used for ‘maritime’
purposes, Building 1 was built and used as a grain store for many decades, and later used
for general storage before being used in boat repair and maintenance activities during the
1990s and 2000s, and it has now been empty for a few years.
2.0

PROPOSAL

2.01 These applications are for the change of use of the building to a restaurant and art gallery,
and a small museum, with the associated works necessary to make that change. Those
works include:



New window openings in what appear to have once been openings, and slats added
to the exterior of all the new window openings (5 in all on the NW elevation).
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An extension to provide space for toilets
Roof insulation and internal boarded linings, to follow the line of the existing roof.
A sprinkler system is to be installed
A kitchen extract duct to be located in the gable end
Insulation in the form of hemp/wool in the walls
A floor finish on the ground floor level to be constructed of polished concrete .
The ground floor ceiling to be timber boarded
Heating is to be by means of visible overhead ducts in first floor and underfloor
heating in the insulated ground floor slab.
Internal cladding in kitchen and food preparation areas to be stainless steel.
Reinstatement of additional hoist arms are proposed (where missing)

2.02 Many of these changes, such as the use of wool/hemp insulation rather than Celotex;
the installation of a kitchen duct via the gable end rather than the roof; a polished
concrete floor at ground level rather than board and stone, roof insulation to follow
the roofline; and the omission of vapour barriers, have been submitted in order, if
possible, to answer the concerns raised by the Inspector in his dismissal of the
previous appeals.
2.03 The applications are accompanied by a Design & Access Statement and a Heritage
Impact Assessment; a Structural Appraisal of the building; and a policy assessment
of the proposals.
2.04 Previous similar applications were refused under planning references SW/12/1523
and SW/12/1524, and subsequent appeals were dismissed under appeal references
APP/V2255/A/13/2202894 & 2202924. It should be noted that the Inspector, on
dismissing the appeals, discounted reasons for refusal relating to highways issues,
the maritime/industrial character of the Quay, and the impact on the vitality and
viability of the town centre; the appeals were only dismissed on conservation and
listed building issues.
3.0

PLANNING CONSTRAINTS
Potential Archaeological Importance
Faversham Conservation Area
Environment Agency Flood Zone 3
Grade II Listed Building
Adjacent Public Right of Way

4.0

POLICY AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF): Paragraph 134
Swale Borough Local Plan 2008: Policies E1, E14, E15, E19 and AAP2.
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5.0

LOCAL REPRESENTATIONS

5.01 Thirty five letters and emails of objection have been received. The comments contained
therein may be summarised as follows:
-

No new evidence submitted to change previous refusal decision
Internal changes damaging to fabric, as would be the new windows
Inspector stressed the need to preserve the industrial look and feel of the area
Other works on Standard Quay carried out without the required consents
A restaurant can be anywhere. Boat building and repair facilities cannot be elsewhere
Overlooking and loss of privacy to my property
Noise and disturbance in the evenings
Driving away working boats
Conversion would cause irreparable damage to this historic structure
Rent rises forced out traditional shipbuilders
Will destroy potential to offer marine based services
No facilities for repair and quartering for visiting barges
Proposal makes no reference to setting and impact on same
Traffic problems – only road entrance is via Abbey Street – narrow and busy
The Quay will become a car park
Tidal issues and flooding, as shown during the night of 5th and 6th December 2013
Not in accordance with SBLP policy AAP2
Restaurant saturation
Loss of maritime history
Pre-empts the Faversham Neighbourhood Plan
The Quay’s status must be considered as a whole
Will not attract additional business and tourism
No suitable tenants have been found for present use as rents have been deliberately set too
high
Quay is being ‘gentrified to extinction’
The Council should buy the Quay and re-instate its traditional usages
Building 1 is the building on the Quay most likely to further the ambitions of the
Neighbourhood Plan with regard to ‘maritime related works’
Already a café and wine bar on the Quay
Will lead to antisocial behaviour
Policy AAP2 states that frontage development not involving active use or management of the
creek should not be permitted
No allocation for storage of waste
Restaurants service tourists; they do not attract them
Developer has already removed internal features without consent

5.02 One letter of support has also been received. The comments contained therein may be
summarised as follows:
-

‘This building is little more than a large weatherboard shed mutilated by crude reinforcement
to carry the weight of sacks of fertiliser, corn, and machinery’
Will provide employment and encourage tourism
Already a vibrant mix of activities; a restaurant would add to this
It is nearly always possible, with skill, to convert listed buildings to new uses
If a boat builder wanted to use the site, he would have come forward
Refusal will lead to further deterioration of the building
The conversion of redundant agricultural buildings is often supported as a means of
preserving them; this situation is not different from that

5.03 The CPRE’s Historic Buildings Committee raises objection as the proposal would be harmful
to both the listed building and the surrounding conservation area.
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5.04 The Faversham Creek Trust objects to the proposal, noting that ‘The Trust objects to this
proposal because it is not substantially different from the previously rejected plan. The
applicant must adhere to the previous guidance and we consider this application ignores that
judgement.’
5.05 The Brents Community Association objects to the proposal, noting that the use of the
building is inherent to its place on the quayside, and notes that ‘If the applicant disputes the
Inspector’s judgement, he should pursue the matter through the courts, not here.’
6.0

CONSULTATION RESPONSES

6.01 Initially, the Council received minutes suggesting that Faversham Town Council raised no
objection to the proposal.
6.02 However, it came to the attention of Officers that the minute was amended at the next
meeting of the Town Council to show that the Town Council actually supported the proposal.
6.03 The Council’s Tourism Officer states that she is ‘Generally supportive of the application in
terms of adding value to the existing town centre offer and help towards sustain the growing
visitor base through a new and emerging cultural and leisure offer.’
6.04 Natural England raises no objection.
6.05 The Environment Agency raises no objection, subject to conditions.
7.0

BACKGROUND PAPERS
Application Papers and drawings relating to planning reference 14/503864
Application Papers and drawings relating to planning reference 14/503867
Application Papers and drawings relating to planning reference SW/12/1523
Application Papers and drawings relating to planning reference SW/12/1524
Application Papers and drawings relating to Appeal reference APP/V2255/A/13/2202894
Application Papers and drawings relating to Appeal reference APP/V2255/A/13/2202924

8.0

APPRAISAL

8.01 The main issue in determining these applications was identified by the Planning
Inspector when considering the last appeals as “whether the proposals would
preserve the special interest of the listed building and preserve or enhance the
character or appearance of the conservation areas”. This reflects the statutory duty
under the Act and remains the key issue. The Inspector dismissed all the other
reasons for refusal decided by the Planning Committee: highways issues; the effect
on the vibrancy and vitality of the town centre; and the desire to preserve the
maritime/industrial character of the Quay, and as he has already judged that the only
valid reason for refusal is the preservation of the building and the character of the
conservation area, that appears to be the only issue for discussion now.
8.02 As well as the Inspector’s decision in 2013, I have had regard to the provisions of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), the adopted Local Plan, draft Local
Plan Bearing Fruits, and the National Planning Policy Guidance (NPPG), all of which
attach great weight to the conservation of designated heritage assets.
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8.03 The Appeal Decisions
In the Inspector’s appeal decision dated 16 January 2014 he dismissed the Council’s
case in relation to the effect of the development on the vitality and viability of the
town centre, on the maritime history of the area and on highway safety but he
supported the refusal on heritage conservation grounds. He identified the main issue
to be considered was whether the proposals would preserve the special interest of
the listed building, and preserve or enhance the character or appearance of the
conservation area.
8.04 He identified that the significance of the listed building derives not from its carpentry
or from its fabric saying that “…no individual piece of its fabric is especially unique.
Nevertheless, the workmanship and utilitarian nature of the building envelope,
exemplified by the rough and ready quality of its finishes and internal spaces, all
contribute to its special architectural interest and to its historic character as part of the
wharf. Overall, I find that the significance of the building lies in the part it plays in the
wharf as a whole and by enclosing a space which evokes the utilitarian uses for
which it was built and subsequently used. With regard to the conservation area, I find
that the significance of the building lies in its contribution to the industrial character of
the quay”.
8.05 Paragraph 10 of the appeal decision follows a description of the proposed works;
acknowledges that they have been designed to minimise damage to the fabric of the
listed building; and reads: “Nevertheless, I consider that the special interest in the
building lies in the way that its form and finishes as a whole produce a character
which evokes the long history of the quay, and the more recent maritime repair uses,
rather than in any individual part of its fabric. The changes that would be necessary
to turn the building into a restaurant would make its appearance far smarter and more
refined. As a result, the overall nature of the building would change and this
important element of its special interest would be altered so much that the character
of both the building and the conservation area would be significantly damaged. If the
appeals were permitted, it would be unreasonable to refuse subsequent consent for
cleanable surfaces for food preparation, additional signage or measures to reduce
draughts and this incremental damage would further harm to the significance of the
listed building”.
8.06 He took the view that the significantly harmful level of intervention proposed in order
to convert the building to a restaurant was not necessary to sustain the future of the
listed building.
8.07 He also considered the proposals against paragraph 134 of the NPPF which requires
that in development which results in less than substantial harm, the harm should be
weighed against the public benefits of the proposal, including securing its optimum
viable use.
8.08 He concluded that, on balance, the proposals failed to preserve and would cause
harm to the special interest of the listed building and the character of the
conservation area, and that the benefits of the scheme would not outweigh the harm.
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8.09 The current proposals
The current applications are substantially similar to those considered by the Inspector
but include the following minor changes:














Slats are added to the exterior of all the new window openings (5 in all on the NW
elevation).
The historic (fire damaged) king-post roof structure is now not to be restored.
Roof insulation and internal boarded linings are to follow the line of the existing roof.
A sprinkler system is to be installed.
The kitchen extract duct is to be located in the gable end rather than through the roof
Insulation is to be hemp/wool rather than Celotex. Vapour barriers are omitted.
The ground floor is to be constructed of polished concrete rather than floor boards
and stone slabs.
The ground floor ceiling is to be timber boarded rather than Gyproc fireline board.
Food preparation has moved to the first floor, and restaurant use is shown on part of
the first floor more than doubling the restaurant floor area.
Heating is to be by means of visible overhead ducts in first floor and underfloor
heating in the insulated ground floor slab.
Internal cladding in kitchen and food preparation areas is to be stainless steel.
The drawings indicate the extent of external signage on the north west and south
west elevations.
Reinstatement of additional hoist arms are proposed (where missing)

8.10 In virtually all other respects the changes are the same as in the 2013 scheme.
8.11 Assessment of Impact
My assessment considers whether the changes listed above go any way to address
the harm to the special interest of the listed building and the character or appearance
of the conservation area which were identified by the inspector.
8.12 The “louvred slats” are perhaps the most visible external alteration. They are shown
incorporated into the new window openings on the north west elevation.
The
elevations give the impression that they replicate the original louvred openings on the
south east elevation but the proposed slats scale at about 20mm by 7mm which will
give a less than convincing appearance. My opinion is that if louvres are to be
incorporated in the new openings they should replicate the surviving historic
examples on the south east elevation. Anything short of this is difficult to justify. The
application is unclear as to how the original louvred openings are to be glazed. I am
uncomfortable using the louvred design on the proposed ground floor window
opening where there is no evidence that grain drying was ever carried out; this
devalues the significance and historic function of the feature.
8.13 The use of sawn boarding to the ceiling in place of fireline board will, to a limited
degree, help to preserve character.
8.14 All the other changes are largely neutral and do not address the Inspector’s or the
Planning Committee’s concern about preserving the working character of the building
and its utilitarian nature exemplified by the rough and ready quality of its finishes and
internal spaces.
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8.15 The applicant has tried to demonstrate that the changes will result in less harm to
special interest and character and that they consequently address the Inspector’s
reason for refusal. However, the changes are largely insignificant and the scheme
is substantially the same scheme. I have no doubt that the same Inspector would
reach the same decision if he were to consider these application today.
8.16 There is an inherent incompatibility between the building, which is a draughty
industrial grain building and a restaurant use which requires a level of comfort and
convenience which is only achievable at a cost to its character.
8.17 There is a whole range of industrial and commercial uses which would be far more
suited to the building and to the location as they would reinforce the special character
of the building and the place rather than diluting it.
8.18 Further to the Inspector’s decision, I also note English Heritage’s response to the
Draft Faversham Neighbourhood Plan. English Heritage noted that the character of
the town ‘may not reside solely in the buildings and spaces, but may also result from
the activities that traditionally were, and in some cases continue to be conducted
within these. The loss of key employment sites that contribute to the viability of the
area for a range of waterside industries, notably boat building, that contributes to the
working character of the waterway and creekside, would represent a loss of
significance of the conservation area as an historic focus for such activities and
ultimately, a reason for the town’s existence’. The response also notes, with regard to
Standard Quay, that the Planning Inspector’s reasons for refusing the previous
applications for Building 1 do not refer to any potential public benefits which might
outweigh the harm to the fabric of the building.
8.19 Clearly, when a body such as English Heritage makes such statements on heritage
issues, it would be somewhat imprudent to ignore such findings. I am of the opinion
that the comments from EH are a clear warning with regard to the effects following
the loss of traditional uses of the buildings at Standard Quay, and whilst suggesting
that boat building and repair uses would be a positive use of creekside buildings,
other uses would not. I therefore attach significant weight to English Heritage’s letter;
a letter which was not in existence at the time of the original application and which
could therefore not be taken into consideration at that time. I am therefore of the
opinion that the decision of the Planning Inspector and the advice from English
Heritage are fundamental when considering the present application.
8.20 The applicant’s agent has contradicted the Council’s views in writing by suggesting
that the policy position has since changed, and that too much weight is being given to
the appeal decision issued in respect of the previous refusals. However, I would
counter this argument by re-iterating the view that the Inspector’s decision is of
paramount importance; that the policies regarding conservation areas and listed
buildings have not been subject to radical change; and that though some changes
have been made to this proposal, they do not go far enough to assuage the concerns
expressed by the Inspector..
8.21 When considering the present application in the light of the Inspector’s decision, and
the comments from English Heritage regarding the Neighbourhood Plan, I can only
recommend that planning permission and listed building consent be refused.
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9.0

RECOMMENDATION – REFUSE for the following reason (for both applications)l:

The proposed works necessary to effect the change of use would fail to preserve and
would cause harm to the special interest of the listed building and the character and
appearance of the conservation area, and the benefits of the scheme would not
outweigh that irreparable harm. The proposals are therefore contrary to Policies E1,
E14, E15 and E19 of the Swale Borough Local Plan 2008 and Paragraph 134 of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).
Council’s Approach to the application (application 14/503864/FULL only)
The Council recognises the advice in paragraphs 186 and 187 of the National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF) and seeks to work with applicants in a positive and proactive
manner by offering a pre-application advice service; having a duty planner service; and
seeking to find solutions to any obstacles to approval of applications having due regard to the
responses to consultation, where it can reasonably be expected that amendments to an
application will result in an approval without resulting in a significant change to the nature of
the application and the application can then be amended and determined in accordance with
statutory timescales.
In this case the applicant did seek pre-application advice, and met with the Case Officer and
the Conservation Officer on site. However, very few of the points raised within that meeting
have appeared within the present applications and as such, the Council has no option but to
refuse the application.
NB

For full details of all papers submitted with this application please refer to the relevant Public
Access pages on the council’s website. The conditions set out in the report may be subject to
such reasonable change as is necessary to ensure accuracy and enforceability.
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